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Abstract: This paper conducts a comprehensive analysis of the varying thickness rolling process,
grounded in the principle of pre-displacement. Within the rolling deformation zone, the subject
is divided into three distinct areas: the backward slip zone, sticking zone, and forward slip zone.
We propose a model that delineates the sticking-sliding motion between the rolled piece and the
roller, all within the context of the rolling deformation zone, and derive a calculation method for
determining the longitudinal lengths of both the sliding and sticking zones within this area. Unlike
existing full sliding and full sticking models, our sticking-sliding model offers a novel perspective,
overcoming inherent limitations when analyzing the rolling process. Furthermore, we establish
models to describe the neutral angle and forward slip value and to predict the longitudinal length of
the rolled piece during the varying thickness rolling process. A comparison of our calculated results
with experimental data demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness of the method, thereby laying a
robust theoretical foundation for the varying thickness rolling process.

Keywords: variable thickness rolling; pre-displacement; sticking zone; forward slip value

1. Introduction

Rolling is a metal working process in which metal billets are passed through the
gap of a pair of rotating rolls, and the section of the material is reduced and the length is
increased due to the compression of the rolls. Rolling represents one of the predominant
processes in metalworking. Coinciding with technological advances and the evolution of
rolling equipment, the varying thickness rolling process, characterized by the continuous
modification of roll gap size, has come to fruition. This innovation furnishes technological
assurance for objectives such as minimizing production loss, augmenting efficiency, and
diversifying rolling products [1,2].

For instance, in the fabrication of medium and thick plates, plane shape control
technology is employed in order to reduce the loss of the steel plate rolling process and
improve the economic benefit. Since the 1980s, relevant companies began to develop
planar shape control rolling technology. This technology is based on the metal rolling
deformation law through the control of the section shape of the plate; the final plane shape
of the product tends to be rectangular to achieve the purpose of reducing the cutting
rate [3]. The core process of plane shape control technology necessitates the use of the
varying thickness rolling technique in the intermediate rolling pass to create a longitudinal
thickness difference structure. In turning over steel, the transverse thickness discrepancy
in the sheet can offset the non-uniform edge shape during rolling, thereby directing its
planar form toward a rectangular shape and accomplishing a reduction in the amount of
cutting [4,5].
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Another illustration pertains to longitudinally profiled steel plates (LP steel plates)
and tailor rolling blanks (TRBs) [6]. There are two traditional processes for the produc-
tion of variable thickness plates, using steel plates of different thicknesses for welding,
or using mechanical milling processes to process thick plates. These two kinds of pro-
cesses have the disadvantages of poor mechanical properties at the welding and large
processing losses. LP steel plates and TRBs can perfectly result in these drawbacks, wherein
material savings and weight reduction are attainable without compromising mechanical
performance. The principal process in their production likewise revolves around varying
thickness rolling [7,8].

In contrast to conventional rolling, the variable thickness rolling process can con-
tinuously adjust the size of the roll gap during rolling, resulting in the production of a
rolling tilt angle. The variable thickness rolling introduces alterations in parameters such
as rolling force, bite conditions, contact arc length between the rolled piece and the roller,
and rolling exit position, attributable to the rolling tilt angle. These variations signify
that extant conventional rolling theoretical models are inadequate for precisely depicting
the varying thickness rolling process [9,10]. To construct a meticulous and encompassing
theoretical model of varying thickness rolling, the relative motion between the rolled piece
and the roller must initially be modeled, constituting the foundational analysis for the
rolling process [11,12].

Currently, the relative motion models during the varying thickness rolling process
predominantly bifurcate into two categories: the full sliding model and the full sticking
model [13].

In the rolling process, the phenomenon that the outlet speed of the rolled metal is
greater than the circumference speed of the roll is called the forward slip phenomenon,
and the described parameter is called the front slip value. The area where the forward
slip phenomenon occurs is the forward slip zone. The phenomenon that the inlet speed
of the rolled metal is less than the circular speed of the roll is called the backward slip
phenomenon, and the area where the backward slip phenomenon occurs is the backward
slip zone. The critical plane of the forward slip zone and the backward slip zone is
the neutral plane, and the corresponding angle is the neutral angle. The foundational
assumption of the full sliding model is that a perpetual relative sliding state exists between
the rolled piece and the roller, segmenting the rolling deformation zone into two regions:
the forward slip zone and the backward slip zone, as delineated in Figure 1. In Figure 1,
γ is the rolling neutral angle and φ is the rolling tilt angle.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of varying thickness rolling with full sliding model: (a) schematic dia-
gram of thickening rolling; (b) schematic diagram of thinning rolling. 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of varying thickness rolling with full sliding model: (a) schematic
diagram of thickening rolling; (b) schematic diagram of thinning rolling.

Conversely, the full sticking model posits that the rolled piece and the roller remain
relatively immobile; there is no forward slip and no backward slip. Given the continuous
fluctuation in exit thickness in varying thickness rolling, the full sticking model necessitates
that the rolled piece be discretized when analyzing the process, longitudinally dividing
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it into multiple fully sticking zones, with computations for rolling process parameters
executed independently for each segment [14].

A plethora of experimental evidence demonstrates that the actual relative motion
within the rolling deformation zone is neither entirely sliding nor fully adhered. A sticking
zone materializes between the forward slip zone and the backward slip zone where the
rolled piece and the roller are relatively stationary.

It is well known that the motion model of rolled piece and roll is the basic premise for
the analysis and on-line control of processes with variable thickness rolling. The purpose
of this paper is to develop a new mathematical model, called the “sticking-sliding” model,
which can represent the relative motion of rolled piece and roller by combining the existing
full-sliding hypothesis with the full-sticking hypothesis. The sticking-sliding model can
represent the relative motion between rolled piece and roller more accurately than the
existing model, and it can effectively improve the calculation accuracy of the relative motion
parameters between rolled piece and roller. This research can provide theoretical support
for process analysis and on-line control of variable thickness rolling [15].

2. Characteristics of Longitudinal Varying Thickness Rolling

In the conventional rolling process, the roll gap remains unchanged, which is a stable
system, so the motion parameters between the rolled piece and the roller are constant.
Varying thickness rolling constitutes a process that facilitates the continuous alteration in
the thickness of the exit cross-section of the rolled piece, in line with specific technological
mandates [16]. Predicated on the progression of roll gap modifications, longitudinal varying
thickness rolling may be bifurcated into two main types: thinning rolling and thickening
rolling [17,18]. In the rolling process, the roll gap is gradually reduced, which is called
thinning rolling, and the roll gap is gradually increased, which is called thickening rolling.

Compared with conventional rolling, variable thickness rolling is obviously an un-
stable rolling process [19,20]. In this process, with the continuous change in the thickness
of the rolled piece, the motion parameters between the rolled piece and the roller also
change [21,22].

Examining the geometric relationship between the rolled piece and the roller. within
the thickening rolling procedure, the roll gap experiences a gradual enlargement, leading
to a rearward shift in the exit point position compared to conventional rolling [23]. Con-
currently, the contact arc length between the rolled piece and the roller contracts, and the
rolling deformation zone recedes [24]. The thinning rolling process observes a gradual
constriction in the roll gap, resulting in a forward shift in the exit point position relative to
conventional rolling, along with an expansion of the contact arc length between the rolled
piece and the roller, and an enlargement of the rolling deformation zone [25]. The process
characteristics of variable thickness rolling are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparative table of process characteristics of varying thickness rolling.

Type of Rolling Roll Gap Rolling Tilt Angle Contact Arc Length

Thickening rolling Increase Negative value Decrease
Thinning rolling Decrease Positive value Increase

Throughout the varying thickness rolling process, the geometric relationship and force
conditions at the bite moment between the rolled piece and the roller remain consistent with
conventional rolling. This consistency imparts an understanding that the bite conditions
for varying thickness rolling are commensurate with those for conventional rolling [26].

Compared to conventional rolling, in the stable varying thickness rolling process,
the continuous change in roll gap generates a rolling tilt angle, causing changes in the
resultant angle of the rolling force applied to the rolled piece. Consequently, the horizontal
components of the resultant rolling force and the frictional force also change [27]. As shown
in Figure 2, α represents the bite angle, φ represents the rolling tilt angle, θ represents the
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resultant angle of the rolling force, P represents the resultant rolling force, Px represents the
horizontal component of the resultant rolling force, T represents the frictional force, and
Tx represents the horizontal component of the frictional force.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of varying thickness rolling: (a) schematic diagram of thickening rolling;
(b) schematic diagram of thinning rolling.

Force analysis of the stable varying thickness rolling process reveals that, compared
to conventional rolling, the stable thickening rolling process is more easily realized, while
the stable thinning rolling process is more challenging to implement. The stable variable
thickness rolling conditions and correlation coefficients are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparative table of varying thickness rolling conditions and parameters.

Type of Rolling Rolling Tilt Angle
Horizontal

Component of
Rolling Force (Px)

The Horizontal
Component of

Friction (Tx)

Resultant Action
Coefficient (Ks)

Stable Rolling
Conditions

Thickening rolling Negative value Px = P · sin α−φ
2 Tx = T · cos α−φ

2
Ks =

α
θ

Tx ≥ Px
Ks < 2

Thinning rolling Positive value Px = P · sin α+φ
2 Tx = T · cos α+φ

2
Ks =

α
θ

Tx ≥ Px
Ks > 2

3. Sticking-Sliding Model Based on the Principle of Pre-Displacement
3.1. The Pre-Displacement Principle and the Three-Zone Division in the Rolling Deformation Area

From conventional understanding, it is recognized that in order to induce relative
motion between two objects pressed against each other, a force acting tangentially to the
contact area must be exerted upon the system. Until this sliding force attains a particular
critical threshold, the objects remain macroscopically stationary. Once this sliding force
surpasses the critical value, relative motion between the objects is initiated. During the
phase when the objects are macroscopically static, certain microscopic relative displace-
ments transpire, termed pre-displacement or initial displacement. The corresponding
pre-displacement at the critical threshold of the sliding force is designated as the limit
pre-displacement [28].

The force interplay between the rolled piece and the roller within the rolling deforma-
tion area aligns with the force system delineated by the pre-displacement principle. From
this foundation, it can be inferred that when the relative displacement between the rolled
piece and the roller exceeds the limit pre-displacement, macroscopic relative motion is mani-
fested, forming the sliding zone. Conversely, when the relative displacement falls below the
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limit pre-displacement, the objects remain macroscopically static, constituting the sticking
zone. In the sticking zone, the rolled piece and the roller are relatively static in macro.

As show in Figure 3, xn is the rolling neutral surface, a and b are the critical surfaces
of the sticking zone and the sliding zone, and l is the longitudinal length of the rolling
deformation zone.
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The value of rolling neutral surface xn can be determined according to the calculation
principle of neutral angle and represented as [11]:

xn = R sin α− R′ sin
[

α

2
(1− α

2µ
)

]
(1)

where R is the radius of the roller, R′ is the length from the center of the roller to the rolling
neutral surface (when the elastic change of the roll is not considered, R′ = R), and µ is the
friction coefficient.

Upon the metal making contact with the roller and successfully engaging the roll
gap, the horizontal velocity typically falls short of the horizontal constituent of the roll
line speed, leading to a backward sliding phenomenon; this region is demarcated as the
backward sliding zone. As the metal advances toward the central part of the roll gap, the
backward sliding value incrementally diminishes. When the relative displacement between
the rolled piece and the roller falls below the limit pre-displacement, the two become
macroscopically static, entering the sticking zone. As the metal continues its flow towards
the rolling exit direction, the pre-displacement gradually contracts until it is nullified at
the neutral plane; as the metal persists in its flow towards the exit, the rolled piece and
the roll generate pre-displacement anew. Upon breaching the limit pre-displacement, they
once again engage in macroscopic relative displacement. At this juncture, the horizontal
velocity of the rolled piece surpasses the horizontal component of the roll line speed,
culminating in a forward sliding phenomenon, and the metal transitions into the forward
sliding zone, continuing until the rolling exit. Consequently, the tripartite division of
the rolling deformation area is formulated utilizing the pre-displacement principle. The
sticking-sliding model, which encompasses both the sliding and adhesive zones, furnishes
a more accurate characterization of the relative displacement between the rolled piece
and the roll, thereby amplifying the computational accuracy of the rolling performance
parameters [29,30].

3.2. Calculation of Limit Pre-Displacement and Longitudinal Length of the Sticking Zone

To facilitate calculation, the contact between the roller and the rolled piece in the rolling
process is viewed as the process of a rigid micro-convex body squeezing a rigid-plastic
body [31]. The plastic contact limit pre-displacement can be represented as

[W] ≈ 1.45dn (2)
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where [W] is ultimate preparatory displacement, and dn is diameter of the contact spot on
the roller surface.

According to the principles of friction wear calculation, the formula for calculating the
diameter of the contact spot under plastic contact conditions is known to be

dn =
2
√

2r√
ν
· ∆

1
2 · ( p

cστ
)

1
2ν (3)

where ∆ is comprehensive parameters of contact surfaces, c is the microscopic convex body
shape factor of roll surface, p is rolling pressure per unit area, στ is yield limit of rolled
piece, ν is power approximate parameter of contact surface curve, and r is curvature radius
of the micro-convex body.

The composite parameters involved in Equation (3), influenced by the roughness of
the roll surface, are related to the power approximation parameter of the contact surface
curve, the maximum height of the micro-profile, contact surface curve parameters, and
micro-convex body curvature radius, among others, and can be represented as

∆ =
Rmax

r · b
1
ν

(4)

where Rmax is the maximum height of the micro-profile, and b is parameters of the contact
surface curve.

Since the values of various parameters in Equation (4) are affected by the roughness
grade, the values of the micro-convex body parameters involved in the calculation of the
contact spot diameter are also related to the roughness of the roll surface. The micro-convex
body parameters corresponding to common roughness grades on the roll surface are shown
in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparative table of common roughness grades and related parameters.

Roughness Grade r/µm ν ∆

Ra1.6 8 2.00 1.2900~0.6450
Ra0.8 12 1.95 0.3500~0.1750
Ra0.4 20 1.90 0.0880~0.0440
Ra0.2 30 1.50 0.0180~0.0090
Ra0.1 40 1.40 0.0064~0.0032
Ra0.05 55 1.30 0.0021~0.0010

As shown in Figure 4, the two surfaces a and b located on both sides of the neutral
surface are taken as the critical surfaces between the sliding zone and the sticking zone.
According to the above analysis, it can be determined that the relative displacement
between the rolling element and the roller on the critical surface is equal to the ultimate
pre-displacement. 

Wa = [W]
Wb = [W]
ln = xb − xa

(5)

where Wa is the relative displacement between the rolled piece and the roller at critical
surface a, Wb is the relative displacement between the rolled piece and the roller at critical
surface b, and ln is the length of the sticking zone.
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Based on the geometric relationship between the rolled piece and the roll in the defor-
mation zone, the values of point xa and point xb can be determined, and the expression is xa = R sin α− R sin

[
α
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α
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According to Equations (5) and (6), the length of the adhesive region can be obtained;
the expression is
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[
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· sin(180

[W]

πR
) (7)

3.3. Variation Pattern of the Friction Force on the Contact Surface

The friction force between the rolled piece and the roller is a crucial rolling parameter,
and a reasonable friction model plays a vitally important role in analyzing the rolling
process and accurately calculating the rolling parameters [32]. According to the pre-
displacement principle, the sliding zones and the sticking zones exist between the rolled
piece and the roller. Based on this, the friction force on the contact surface within the
deformation zone is analyzed, and the trend of friction force change is obtained [33]. This
is shown in Figure 4.

To facilitate calculation, the rolling force on the contact surface is regarded as a uniform
distribution. The friction force per unit area of the forword slip zone and the backward slip
zone are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction, and the expression is

tb = −t f = µ · p (8)

where tb is the friction per unit area of the backward slip zone, t f is the friction per unit
area of the forward slip zone, and µ is the coefficient of friction.

Within the sticking zone, the rolled piece and the roller remain relatively stationary,
but friction force still exists. As the metal moves from the backward sliding zone into the
sticking zone, the friction force gradually decreases, reaching zero at the neutral plane. As
the metal continues to flow toward the exit direction, the friction force gradually increases,
but the direction is opposite to before. According to the pre-displacement principle, the
expression for the friction force in the sticking zone is

tnb = −tn f = µ · p · W
[W]

(9)
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where tnb is the friction force per unit area between the backward slip zone and the neutral
surface, and tn f is the friction force per unit area between the forward slip zone and the
neutral surface.

4. Variable Thickness Rolling Based on the Sticking-Sliding Model
4.1. Calculation of Neutral Angles Based on the Sticking-Sliding Model

Building on the idea of dividing the rolling deformation zone into three sections,
concepts of the front neutral angle γ f and the back neutral angle γb are introduced based
on the existing neutral angle γ. The angle corresponding to the critical point between
the sticking zone and the forward slip zone is the front neutral angle, and the angle
corresponding to the critical point between the sticking zone and the backward slip zone
is the back neutral angle. The region between the front and back neutral angles is the
sticking zone. This is shown in Figure 5. The region shown by AB is the backward
slip zone, the region shown by BC is the sticking zone, and the region shown by CD is
the forward slip zone.
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Figure 5. The schematic diagram of three zones of rolling deformation: (a) schematic diagram of
thickening rolling; (b) schematic diagram of thinning rolling.

Viewing the entire rolling deformation zone as an overall force system, the metal in
the roll gap is mainly affected by the forward and backward tensile forces on the sheet, the
rolling force, and the friction force between the roll and metal. In a stable rolling process,
the horizontal forces on the rolled piece must be balanced. Considering the force situation
in various zones, the following force balance equation can be obtained:

∑ Fx = Qx + ∑ Ff x + ∑ Fnx + ∑ Fbx = 0 (10)

where Qx is the horizontal resultant force of the forward and backward tensile force, Ff x is
the resultant force in the horizontal direction in the forward slip zone, Fnx is the resultant
force in the horizontal direction in the sticking slip zone, and Fbx is the resultant force in
the horizontal direction in the backward slip zone.

When the forward tension and backward tension are not applied in the rolling process
or the forward tension and backward tension are equal, Qx = 0. The Equation (10) can be
expressed as follows:

∑ Fx = ∑ Ff x + ∑ Fnx + ∑ Fbx = 0 (11)

Firstly, the thickening rolling as shown in Figure 6a is taken as the research object,
and the stress analyses of the forward slip zone, sticking zone, and backward slip zone are
carried out, respectively.
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Within the forward slip zone, the metal slides forward relative to the roller in the
horizontal direction, and the directions of the horizontal components of the rolling force
and the friction force are the same. Based on this, the horizontal force expression in the
forward slip zone is

∑ Ff x = −
∫ γ f

φ
pR sin θdθ −

∫ γ f

φ
t f R cos θdθ (12)

where t f is the friction per unit area of the forward slip zone.
Within the sticking zone, the metal is relatively stationary to the roller in the horizontal

direction. As shown in Figure 5a, the sticking zone is divided into two parts using the
neutral angle as a boundary, and the directions of the horizontal components of the friction
force on the contact surfaces of these two parts are opposite. The force expression is

∑ Fnx = −
∫ γb

γ f

pR sin θdθ +
∫ γb

γ
tnR cos θdθ −

∫ γ

γ f

tnR cos θdθ (13)

where tn is the friction per unit area of the sticking zone.
Within the backward slip zone, the metal slides backward relative to the roller in

the horizontal direction, and the directions of the horizontal components of the rolling
force and the friction force are in opposite directions. Based on this, the horizontal force
expression in the backward slip zone is

∑ Fbx = −
∫ α

γb

pR sin θdθ +
∫ α

γb

tbR cos θdθ (14)

where tb is the friction per unit area of the backward slip zone.
To simplify the calculation process, the rolling force per unit area p is considered to

be uniformly distributed along the contact surface, and the friction forces on the front and
back contact surfaces of the sticking zone are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction.
Based on this, due to the overall balance of the force system, substituting Equations (12)–(14)
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into Equation (11), the force balance equation for the deformation zone in the thickening
rolling process can be obtained:

−
∫ α

φ
pR sin θdθ −

∫ γ f

φ
t f R cos θdθ +

∫ α

γb

tbR cos θdθ = 0 (15)

Based on the principle of pre-displacement, the relationship between the length of the
sticking zone and the front and back neutral angles can be expressed as follows:

ln = R(sin γb − sin γ f ) (16)

The friction force of the rolling piece is simplified, and the friction force in the forward
slip zone and the backward slip zone are regarded as uniform distributions. By solving
Equations (8), (15), and (16) simultaneously, the expressions of front neutral angle and back
neutral angle in thickening rolling can be obtained as follows: γ f = arcsin

[
cos α−cos φ

2µ + sin α+sin φ
2 − ln

2R

]
γb = arcsin

[
cos α−cos φ

2µ + sin α+sin φ
2 + ln

2R

] (17)

When the research object is thinning rolling as shown in Figure 6b, based on the above
calculation ideas of the front neutral angle and back neutral angle of thickening rolling, the
expressions of front neutral angle and back neutral angle of the thinning rolling process
can be determined as follows: γ f = arcsin

[
cos α−cos φ

2µ + sin α−sin φ
2 − ln

2R

]
γb = arcsin

[
cos α−cos φ

2µ + sin α−sin φ
2 + ln

2R

] (18)

According to Formula (7), the longitudinal length of the sticking zone ln can be
calculated, and the values of the forward neutral angle γ f and back neutral angle γb can be
obtained by bringing it into Formulas (17) and (18).

4.2. Calculation of Longitudinal Length of the Deformation Zone Based on the Sticking-Sliding Model

Due to the existence of the sticking zone, the calculation of the longitudinal lengths of
the forward and backward slip zones is different from the calculation of the forward and
backward slip zones’ longitudinal lengths in the full sliding model.

Considering the thickening rolling shown in Figure 6a as the object of study, it is
known that the forward slip zone’s longitudinal length l f is line segment CD, and the
backward slip zone’s longitudinal length lb is line segment AB. By solving for the geometric
lengths of the various line segments in the figure, the expressions for the forward slip
zone’s longitudinal length and the backward slip zone’s longitudinal length during the
thickening rolling process can be obtained:{

l f = R(sin γ f − sin φ)
lb = R(sin α− sin γb)

(19)

Based on Equation (19), the thinning rolling shown in Figure 6b is analyzed. Based
on geometric relationships, it is known that the calculation of the backward slip zone’s
longitudinal length in the thinning rolling process is consistent with the calculation process
of the backward slip zone’s longitudinal length in thickening rolling. Since the rolling tilt
angle in the thinning rolling process is opposite to the rolling tilt angle in thickening rolling,
the expression for its forward slip zone’s longitudinal length is

l f = R(sin γ f + sin φ) (20)
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4.3. Calculation of Forward Slip Values Based on the Sticking-Sliding Model

According to the characteristics of the forward slip phenomenon in the rolling process,
the calculation idea of the forward slip value of the sticking-sliding model is consistent
with that of the conventional rolling model, and the expression is

Sh =
vh − v0

v0
· 100% (21)

where Sh is the forward slip value, vh is the exit speed of the sheet, and v0 is the circumfer-
ential speed.

According to the content shown in Figure 6, in the process of variable thickness rolling,
the relationship between the horizontal velocity component of the metal at the front neutral
angle and the linear speed of the roller is as follows:

v f = v0 · cos γ f (22)

where v f is the horizontal component of the velocity of the rolled piece at the front neutral angle.
Based on the principle of constant metal instantaneous flow in the rolling process, the

relationship between the metal velocity at the front neutral angle and the rolling outlet
velocity can be determined as follows.

v f · h f = vφ · hφ (23)

where h f is the thickness of the rolled piece at the front neutral angle, and hφ is the thickness
of the rolled piece at the rolling outlet.

The geometric relationship between the rolled piece and the roll is shown in Figure 6.
In the process of variable thickness rolling, the thickness of the rolled piece at the rolling
outlet is expressed as follows:{

hφ = hE + lED tan φ (Thickening rolling)
hφ = hE − lED tan φ (Thinning rolling)

(24)

where hE is the thickness of the rolled piece at the center line of the roller, and lED is the
longitudinal length between the center line of the roller and the rolling outlet.

The expression of the thickness of the rolled piece at the front neutral angle is as follows:

h f = hφ + 2R(cos φ− cos γ f ) (25)

Combining Equations (21) and (23)–(25) together, the expression of the forward slip
value of the sticking-sliding model can be obtained as follows. Sh =

[hE+2lED tan φ+2(R cos φ−R cos γ f )] cos γ f
hE+2lED tan φ − 1 (Thickening rolling)

Sh =
[hE−2lED tan φ+2(R cos φ−R cos γ f )] cos γ f

hE−2lED tan φ − 1 (Thinning rolling)
(26)

When the rolling tilt angle φ = 0, this rolling process is conventional rolling. Putting
φ = 0 into Equation (26), the result is consistent with the E.Fink forward slip formula [34].

4.4. Prediction of Longitudinal Length of Rolled Pieces on the Sticking-Sliding Model

According to the characteristics of the forward slip phenomenon and the content
shown in Equation (21), the longitudinal length of the rolled piece in the conventional
rolling process can be expressed as follows.

L = v0 · t · (Sh + 1) (27)

where t is the time of rolling.
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During the variable thickness rolling process, the continuous change in the roll gap
leads to a corresponding change in the exit thickness of the rolled piece. As seen from
Equation (26), when the exit thickness of the rolled piece changes, the forward slip value
will also change accordingly. The relationship between the exit thickness of the rolled piece
and the rolling time can be determined by the preset rolling process, so the forward slip
value during the rolling process can be considered as a function that varies with the rolling
time. For the calculation of the longitudinal length of the wedge-shaped segment of the
rolled piece, based on Equation (27), the time for this rolling stage is integrated, and the
expression is

Li =
∫ ti

ti−1

v0 · [Sh(t) + 1)]dt (28)

Variable thickness rolling is commonly used in wedge-shaped segment rolling in
LP steel plate production, or the longitudinal variable thickness rolling pass in medium
and thick plate flat shape control technology. In actual production, a single rolling pass
may have multiple wedge-shaped segments with different rolling tilt angles. For such
situations, the calculation of the rolled piece’s longitudinal length can apply Equation (27)
or Equation (28) for multi-segment calculations; then summing up to finally obtain the
overall longitudinal length of the rolled piece, the expression is

L =
n

∑
i=1

Li = L1 + L2 · · ·+Ln (29)

4.5. Influencing Factors of the Sticking-Sliding Model

The sticking-sliding model is suitable for the variable thickness rolling process of
low carbon steel. When the rolling tilt angle approaches 0, the sticking-sliding model
is also suitable for conventional rolling. There are three main influencing factors of the
sticking-sliding model, including thermal conditions, rolling process, and material type.
The main model parameters affected by thermal conditions include rolling force and friction
coefficient. The model parameters mainly affected by rolling process include roller radius,
rolling size, rolling speed, rolling tilt angle, and roll gap value. The type of material includes
the material of the roller and the material of the rolled piece, which affects the values of the
rolling force and friction coefficient in the model. Accurate external conditions are helpful
to improve the calculation accuracy of the sticking-sliding model.

5. Rationality Verification

Based on the similar characteristics between lead and carbon steel in the hot rolling
state, lead was chosen as the test material. Using an experimental rolling mill at room
temperature, the preset variable thickness rolling process was employed without applying
tension in the front and back, and multi-stage rolling experiments, including variable
thickness rolling, were conducted on lead specimens. By comparing the calculated re-
sults with the measured results, this section verifies the rationality and correctness of
the sticking-sliding model established based on the pre-displacement principle and an-
alyzes the sliding situation between the rolled piece and the roller during the variable
thickness rolling process.

The parameters of the experimental rolling mill are shown in Table 4.
During the experiment, the speed sensor will continuously collect the exit speed signal

of the rolled piece, and the pressure sensor will continuously collect the signal of rolling
force; the rolling time can be obtained indirectly through the change in rolling force.

The number of experimental specimens is eight; the initial size is: 76 mm× 50 mm× 10 mm.
The schematic diagram of the target structure of the specimens is shown in Figure 6.
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Table 4. Comparative table of the parameters of the experimental rolling mill.

Type of Parameters Values

Width of the roller (mm) 260
Diameter of the roller (mm) 110

Rotational speed of the roller (r/min) 2.15
Maximum roll gap (mm) 20

Rolling force measurement range (kN) 0~100
Frequency of signal acquisition (Hz) 20

Roughness grades of the roller surface (Ra) 0.1

According to specimens 1~4, the experiment was divided into five rolling stages.
After the specimen was engaged in the roll gap, stage L1 began with conventional rolling,
targeting a thickness of h1a. Stage L2 was thickening rolling, and when the specimen’s
thickness was increased to the target thickness h1b, stage L3 of conventional rolling began.
Stage L4 was thinning rolling, and when the specimen’s thickness was reduced to h1a, stage
L5 of conventional rolling began, continuing until the experiment ended.

According to specimens 1~4, after the specimen was engaged in the roll gap, stage
L1 began with conventional rolling, targeting a thickness of h1a. Stage L2 was thinning
rolling, and when the specimen’s thickness was reduced to the target thickness h1b, stage
L3 of conventional rolling began. Stage L4 was thickening rolling, and when the specimen’s
thickness was increased to h1a, stage L5 of conventional rolling began, continuing until the
experiment ended.

The target longitudinal length values of the specimens are shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Parameter table of target longitudinal length of the specimens.

L1(mm) L2(mm) L3(mm) L4(mm) L5(mm)

5 20 30 20 5

The target thickness values of the specimens are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Parameter table of target thickness of the specimens.

Specimen Number #1, #2 #3, #4 #5, #6 #7, #8

∆h1(mm) 1.4 1 1.4 1
h1a(mm) 8.4 8.6 9.8 9.6
h1b(mm) 9.8 9.6 8.4 8.6

Specimens 1 and 2 were used to repeat experiment A, specimens 3 and 4 were used to
repeat experiment B, specimens 5 and 6 were used to repeat experiment C, and specimens
7 and 8 were used to repeat experiment D. The average value of the parameters obtained
from each experiment was applied to the calculation.

According to the target size of the specimens, the preset variable thickness rolling
process was applied to carry out the experiment, and the experimental results are shown
in Figure 7.

During the experiment, the roll gap of thickening rolling section and thinning rolling
section changes continuously, which inevitably leads to the change in rolling force. The
rolling forces in stages L1–L5 were continuously collected, and the results are shown
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Graph of measured rolling force: (a) average rolling force measured in experiment A and
experiment B; (b) average rolling force measured in experiment C and experiment D.

The contents shown in Figure 8 were analyzed. The pressing amounts at both ends
of experiment A and experiment B were larger, while the middle pressing amount was
smaller, leading to a rolling force curve presenting a trend of higher at both ends and
lower in the middle. Conversely, experiment C and experiment D had smaller pressing
amounts at both ends and a larger pressing amount in the middle, so the rolling force
curve exhibited a trend of lower at both ends and higher in the middle. Since the rolling
force gradually decreased and the thickness gradually increased in thickening rolling, the
forward sliding value gradually decreased. In contrast, the thinning rolling forward sliding
value showed an increasing trend; thus, under the same conditions, the time required for
the same longitudinal length of thickening rolling was longer than that for thinning rolling.

The longitudinal length of the sticking zone is an important parameter of the sticking-
sliding model. According to the measured rolling force values, the curve of the length
value of the sticking zone along the longitudinal direction can be calculated by applying
the Equations (1)–(5) in this paper, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Graph of length of the sticking zone and thickness: (a) length of the sticking zone and thick-
ness of experiment A and experiment B; (b) length of the sticking zone and thickness of experiment C
and experiment D.

As shown in Figure 9, the longitudinal length of the sticking zone is inversely propor-
tional to the thickness of the rolled piece.

According to the measured exit speed of the mill and the circumference speed of the
roll, the forward slip value can be calculated by applying Equation (19). This forward slip
value can be considered as the measured forward slip value.

The sticking-sliding model described in this paper was applied to calculate the forward
slip values at each rolling stage in the experiment. This forward slip value can be considered
as the forward slip value of sticking-sliding model. At the same time, the full sliding model
was applied to calculate the forward slip values at each rolling stage in the experiment.

The results of the sticking-sliding model, the results of the full sliding model, and the
measured results are compared, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Comparison graph of forward slip values: (a) comparison graph of forward slip values of
experiment A; (b) comparison graph of forward slip values of experiment B; (c) comparison graph of
forward slip values of experiment C; (d) comparison graph of forward slip values of experiment D.
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As shown in Figure 10, in the multi-stage rolling process, including variable thickness
rolling, the sticking-sliding model described in this paper, based on the pre-displacement
principle, exhibited a high degree of agreement between the calculated front sliding values
and experimental results, with a calculation accuracy significantly higher than that of the
full sliding model results.

The longitudinal length of the specimens in each rolling stage is predicted by the
sticking-sliding model. The results of the sticking-sliding model, the results of the full
sliding model, and the measured results are compared, as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Comparison plot of the longitudinal length of the rolled pieces at each rolling stage:
(a) comparison plot of the longitudinal length of the rolling stage L1, (b) comparison plot of the
longitudinal length of the rolling stage L2, (c) comparison plot of the longitudinal length of the rolling
stage L3, (d) comparison plot of the longitudinal length of the rolling stage L4, and (e) comparison
plot of the longitudinal length of the rolling stage L5.

As shown in Figure 11, the sticking-sliding model was used to calculate the longi-
tudinal length of L1~L5 rolling stage specimens, exhibiting a high degree of agreement
with the measured results; its accuracy is significantly higher than that of the full sliding
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model calculation results. On analyzing the experimental results, the main difference
between the sticking-sliding model established based on the pre-displacement principle
and the full sliding model is the addition of the sticking zone, which is closer to the actual
situation. Since the rolled piece and the roller are relatively stationary within the sticking
zone, the longitudinal flow of metal is macroscopically restricted, resulting in the forward
sliding values and longitudinal length values calculated using the sticking-sliding model
being smaller than the full sliding model’s calculated results. The experimental results
also confirmed the rationality and correctness of the sticking-sliding model based on the
pre-displacement principle.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the basic assumptions for analyzing the relative motion between rolled
piece and roller in the longitudinal variable thickness rolling process are introduced, the
characteristics of longitudinal variable thickness rolling are summarized, the limitations of
the existing full sliding model and full sticking model are pointed out, and the purpose
and significance of this study are expounded.

Based on the principle of pre-displacement, the deformation zone in the variable
thickness rolling process is redefined, and the rolling deformation is divided into three
regions according to the relative motion relationship between the rolled piece and the roller,
including the forward slip zone, the sticking zone, and the backward slip zone. One of the
focuses of this research is to derive the formula of the longitudinal length of the adhesive
zone and the formula of the friction force in the rolling deformation zone by combining
the calculation method of the limit predisplacement. On this basis, a “sticking-sliding
model” which can describe the relative motion between rolled piece and roller in the
variable thickness rolling process is proposed. Another research focus of this paper is to
analyze variable thickness rolling by using the sticking-sliding model. The concepts of
front neutral angle and back neutral angle, which are different from traditional rolling
theory, are proposed. By solving the force differential balance equation in the deformation
zone, the formula for calculating the neutral angle, the formula for calculating the forward
slip value, and the prediction formula for the longitudinal length are derived.

The similarity experiment of lead specimens was carried out by the presetting process
in the experimental rolling mill. The experimental results are in good agreement with the
calculated results, and the accuracy is higher than that of the traditional rolling theory,
which verifies the correctness of the research results.

The sticking-sliding model described in this paper can accurately describe the mo-
tion relationship between rolled piece and roller in the variable thickness rolling process.
Compared with the traditional rolling model, the new model has the advantages of simple
calculation and high precision. This study can provide theoretical support for the analysis
of the rolling process with variable thickness and on-line control.
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